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[ Note - Currently I seek a traditional publisher for the publication of  my above 

mentioned Book , in the Print form . Published here ; is this Poetry Collection of 
mine in its entirety , alongwith the differently titled Poems contained in the Book . As 

of the present moment ; 47 of my Books are available for purchase in the eBook 
format from Amazon.com Kindle Store United States at - 

amazon.com/author/nikhilparekh . My syle of Poetry  / literature is unique and has 
never ever been written before or experimented on the mortal planet by any mortal , 

though my Poetry / literature is normal and natural . GOD’S grace on me . i am 
nothing infront of GOD . i am nothing infront of GOD’S  holy messengers . So any 

victorious publisher who may want to publish my Poetry in Paperback without 
Financial Expenditure to me , can directly communicate with me at the address , 

nikhilparekh99@gmail.com or indianpoetnikhilparekh@gmail.com ] . I am Nikhil 
Parekh , ( born 27 August , 1977 ) , poet and author from Ahmedabad , India . I am 

also a 10 - Time National Record holder for my Poetry with the Limca Book of  
Records India , limcabookofrecords.in - which is India’s Best Book of  Records , 

Ranked 2nd in the World officially to Guinness Book of  World Records . You can 
visit me at - nikhilparekh.org ; to browse my Poetry on GOD , Peace , Love , Anti 

Terrorism , Friendship , Life , Death , Environment, Wildlife , Mother , Father , 
Children , Parenthood , Humanity , Social Cause , Women empowerment , Poverty , 

Lovers , Brotherhood - at this website you can also browse my varied Books , my 
awards and my National records in Poetry .  
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About The Poetry Book - This Book which has 26 differently titled 

Poems , is actually Part 16 of the Book titled – You die; I die – Love Poems ( 1600 

pages ) . Poems symbolizing the immortality of love and at times its fickleness. 
Parekh takes the reader through a paradise naturally embellished with the ingredients 

of eternal romance and its sporadic failures. As they say life and death are two sides 
of the coin, similarly with every true anecdote of love there also comes fretful 

divorce—a thing which has been most sensitively described throughout this great 
collection of poems for the heart. Written and dipped in each ingredient of his 

passionate blood, Parekh comes out with startling revelations about the truest of love 
stories and their failures. Each verse has been delicately intertwined with a boundless 

aspects of relationships, romance, cheating, betrayal and goes on to prove that 
Immortal Love towers over every shattered heart. A start to finish with some of the 

most heart-rendering love poems ever, this makes a great collection for ever true 
lover breathing and desiring to be loved on earth and beyond. This collection of 

poems aims at perpetually uniting every heart on this Universe in the spirit of 
Immortal love and friendship. Because these are the two quintessential ingredients to 

lead life till its last breath. Irrespective of whatever color, faith or religion, it is only 
the rainbow of love which can transform the ghastliest monsters and perpetrators of 

humanity into peaceful lovers. Therefore this book inexhaustibly endeavors to speak 
and preach the language of love even after its last embossed alphabet.  
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1. I PROMISE  

  
Embrace me like I’ve forever wanted to embrace every pore of your sensuously 

poignant silhouette; and I promise I’ll embrace you till times beyond infinite infinity; 
embrace you even more than ever before, 

 
Nibble me like I’ve forever wanted to nibble the pungently robust outlines of your 

radiantly rubicund ears; and I promise I’ll nibble you till times beyond infinite infinity; 
nibble you even more than ever before, 

 
Kiss me like I’ve forever wanted to kiss every swirl of untamed passion on your 

insuperably scarlet lips; and I promise I’ll kiss you till time s beyond infinite infinity; 
kiss you even more than ever before, 

 
Tease me like I’ve forever wanted to tease your impeccably uninhibited persona; and 

I promise I’ll tease you till times beyond infinite infinity; tease you even more than 
ever before,  

 
Tantalize me like I’ve forever wanted to tantalize the redolently cavorting goose -

bumps on your skin; and I promise I’ll tantalize you till times beyond infinite infinity; 
tantalize you even more than ever before, 

 
Encircle me like I’ve forever wanted to sacred ly encircle every benign goodness that 

drifted from your altruistic soul; and I promise I’ll encircle you till times beyond 
infinite infinity; encircle you even more than ever before,  

 
Enchant me like I’ve forever wanted to enchant every pathway that you tread 

in the tenure of your convivially symbiotic life; and I promise I’ll enchant you till 
times beyond infinite infinity; enchant you even more than ever before,  

 
Enlighten me like I’ve forever wanted to enlighten even the most infinitesimally 

dolorous aspect of your blessed existence; and I promise I’ll enlighten you till times 
beyond infinite infinity; enlighten you even more than ever before,  

 
Date me like I’ve forever wanted to date even the most diminutive element of  

your majestically heavenly form; and I promise I’ll date you till times beyond infinite 
infinity; date you even more than ever before, 

 
Bewitch me like I’ve forever wanted to bewitch each of your centripetally shy senses; 

and I promise I’ll bewilder you till times beyond infinite infinity;  bewilder you even 
more than ever before,  

 



Spell bind me like I’ve forever wanted to spell bind even the tiniest of vivacious hair 

extruding from your regally virgin skin; and I promise I’ll spell bind you till times 
beyond infinite infinity; spell bind you even more than ever before, 

 
Fantasize me like I’ve forever wanted to fantasize every shade of your royal existence 

in a boundless myriad of forms and shapes; and I promise I’ll fantasize you till times 
beyond infinite infinity; fantasize you even more than ever before,  

 
Preach me like I’ve forever wanted to preach every unwittingly dwindling nerve of 

your sporadically jittery persona; and I promise I’ll preach you till times beyond 
infinite infinity; preach you even more than ever before,  

 
Suckle me like I’ve forever wanted to suckle in your everlastingly unassailable 

warmth; and I promise I’ll suckle you till times beyond infinite infinity; suckle you 
even more than ever before, 

 
Accompany me like I’ve forever wanted to accompany you as your undaunted  

comrade in whatever direction you choose to adventure; and I promise I’ll 
accompany you till times beyond infinite infinity; accompany you even more than 

ever before,  
 

Stare me like I’ve forever wanted to stare at the unlimitedly panoramic and 
profoundly humanitarian depth in your innocuous eyes; and I promise I’ll stare you 

till times beyond infinite infinity; stare you even more than ever before,  
 

Pat me like I’ve forever wanted to pat you at the most ephemeral of your 
accomplishment; and I promise I’ll pat you till times beyond infinite infinity; pat you 

even more than ever before, 
 

Sketch me like I’ve forever wanted to sketch every fragrant rendezvous with your 
Omnipotently endowed grace; and I promise I’ll sketch you till times beyond infinite 

infinity; sketch you even more than ever before,  
 

Breathe me like I’ve forever wanted to breathe every ubiquitously philanthropic 
goodness that emanated from your eternally resplendent creation; and I promise I’ll 

breathe you till times beyond infinite infinity; breathe you even more than ever  
before, 

 
But Love me OR don’t Love me like I've forever and ever and ever  and 

unconquerably loved you; and I still promise to love you till times beyond infinite 
infinity; irrespective of your unjustifiable abhorrence for me;  

love you even more than ever before .  

 



2. I REALLY, TRULY AND SHALL FOREVER LOVE YOU  

  
And I liked the way you uninhibitedly chattered; caring an infinitesimal damn about 

the acrimoniously uncouth planet outside,  
 

And I liked the way you sensuously ambled; tantalizing even the dreariest blade of 
grass of threadbarely barren soil; to the most unprecedented limits, 

 
And I liked the way you flirtatiously winked; inevitably inviting even the most 

lackadaisically vindictive skies; to torrentially rain till times beyond infinite infinity,  
 

And I liked the way you unflinchingly paraded; as if the every speck of majestically 
virile earth; irrefutably belonged to you and solely you,  

 
And I liked the way you ardently stared; perpetually feasting your eyes on 

even the most inconspicuously obsolete ingredient of the Lord’s panoramically 
enamoring creation; all day and night,  

  
And I liked the way you wholeheartedly laughed; wholesomely exhausting even 

the minutest trace of your miserably entrapped energy; towards the   
aisles of vivaciously dancing paradise,  

 
And I liked the way you unconsciously snored; even as the tawdrily corrupt high 

society around; slept asphyxiating frozen under their frigidly air-conditioned quilts,  
 

And I liked the way you intrepidly galloped; fantastically discovering profoundly 
blessing newness; the golden dewdrops of untainted fantasy at every step that you 

victoriously tread,  
 

And I liked the way you fearlessly wrote; expressing your philanthropically 
benign thoughts with such candour; which was visible only in the regally steaming 

rays of the Midday Sun,  
 

And I liked the way you inexhaustibly fought for anti terrorism; exhaled every breath 
of yours; solely to unite the ghoulishly estranged planet once again; into the  

threads of invincible brotherhood, 
 

And I liked the way you tackled adversity; staring it right into its pugnaciously 
imperiling eye; as if a newborn child Omnipotently stares into iridescently milky 

space, 
 

And I liked the way you said goodbye when it mattered the most;  sacrificing 
your umpteenth personal kin; for limitlessly serving your sacrosanct  mother 

soil, 



And I liked the way you earnestly prayed; not believing in any spuriously 

indiscriminating religion; but obeisantly bending down to the religion of humanity; 
even centuries after the last breath of your life,  

 
And I liked the way you spiritedly danced; liberating unbelievable spurts of magically 

rejuvenating energy into the sullenly reproachful atmosphere; igniting fireballs of 
passion even in the most lugubriously penalizing of night,  

 
And I liked the way you nimbly surrendered; altruistically donating each priceless 

ingredient of your blessed existence; to save the life of your haplessly staggering 
compatriots, 

 
And I liked the way you tirelessly preached; unequivocally advocating the sermons of 

amiably embracing camaraderie; even as every single organism on this earth cold-
bloodedly laughed you out,  

 
And I liked the way you undauntedly embraced all fraternity of life; as if there existed 

no diabolical power on this fathomless Universe; which could ever squander  
your impregnably harmonious grip, 

 
And I liked the way you impeccably cavorted under the first rays of dawn; just as the 

mischievous infant bounced in the lap of its unconquerably divine mother, 
 

And I liked the way you sporadically angered; letting vent to the fallibly molecular 
human within you; which was as sensitive as the royally emerald globule of rain;  

of the very first monsoon,  
 

And I liked the way you unshakably promised; as if the virtue of your Samaritan 
commitment would forever shine; even as cadaverous mortuaries  of hell blended  

with pragmatically spawning soil,  
 

And I liked the way you miraculously breathed; as if the gallows of the most 
ghastliest of death; had been entirely transcended by the effulgently  

effervescent whirlpools of life, 
 

And I really loved you in whatever form; shape; color; fraternity;  continent; that the 
Omnipresent Creator had created you in; in whatever stage of life that you met me; in 

whatever stage of death that your soul bonded with mine; O! Yes; irrespective of 
whatever yesterday; today or tomorrow that I ever confront; I really; truly and  

shall forever love you .  
 

 
 

 



3. NOT THE SLIGHTEST OF IMPACT  

  
 

Countless full-fledgedly  floated in the clouds every unveiling instant; but that still 
didn’t have even the most infinitesimal of impact upon their sensuously untainted 

and perennially enchanting swirl,  
 

Countless full-fledgedly swam in the ocean every  unveiling instant; but that still 
didn’t have even the most diminutive of impact upon its rhapsodically undulating  

and ebulliently pristine waves, 
 

Countless full-fledgedly smelt the rose every unveiling instant; but that still didn’t 
have even the most ethereal of impact upon its spell bindingly effulgent  

and effulgently triumphant fragrance,  
 

Countless full-fledgedly philandered on the mountain peak every unveiling instant; 
but that still didn’t have even the most minuscule of impact upon its  indomitably 

unflinching and peerlessly Herculean strength, 
 

Countless full-fledgedly feasted on the golden dewdrop every unveiling instant; but 
that still didn’t have even the most ephemeral of impact upon its  everlastingly 

mesmerizing and victoriously unfettered shine, 
 

Countless full-fledgedly clambered the tree every unveiling instant; but that still didn’t 
have even the most parsimonious of impact upon its magnificently burgeoning  

and poignantly tempestuous virility,  
 

Countless full-fledgedly sighted the Sun every unveiling instant; but that still didn’t 
have even the most fugitive of impact upon its Omnipotently perpetual  

and insuperably blazing radiance,  
 

Countless full-fledgedly transgressed upon the surface of earth every unveiling 
instant; but that still didn’t have even the most inconspicuous of impact upon 

its Omnipresently bountiful and marvelously fructifying sacredness,  
 

Countless full-fledgedly admired the rainbow every unveiling instant; but that still 
didn’t have even the most mercurial of impact upon its unbelievably enthralling  

and unsurpassably mellifluous vivaciousness, 
 

Countless full-fledgedly relished the milk of the cow every unveiling instant; but that 
still didn’t have even the most tiniest of impact upon its inimitably  unparalleled and 

unrestrictedly beautiful Omniscience,  
 



Countless full-fledgedly frolicked in the desert every unveiling instant; but that still 

didn’t have even the most evanescent of impact upon its unfathomably royal  
and timelessly iridescent sands,  

 
Countless full-fledgedly  tossed the infant every unveiling instant; but that still didn’t 

have even the most disappearing of impact upon its insuperably redolent  
and timelessly undying integrity,  

 
Countless full-fledgedly caressed the leaves every unveiling instant; but that still didn’t 

have even the most obsolete of impact upon their profoundly exuberant and 
ecstatically vivid breeze,  

 
Countless full-fledgedly embraced the night every unveiling instant; but that didn’t 

have even the most obfuscated of impact upon its impeccably wonderful  
and incredulously everlasting milkiness,  

 
Countless full-fledgedly caught rain in their palms every unveiling instant; but that 

didn’t have even the most cloistered of impact upon its uninhibitedly  liberating  
and pricelessly divine freshness,  

 
Countless full-fledgedly talked about blood every unveiling instant; but that didn’t 

have even the most measly of impact upon its inexhaustibly consecrating  
and gloriously symbiotic aura,  

 
Countless full-fledgedly cuddled in their respective mother’s lap every unveiling 

instant; but that didn’t have even the most truncated of impact upon its limitlessly 
fragrant and compassionately unconquerable godliness,  

 
Countless full-fledgedly inhaled air into their nostrils every unveiling instant; but that 

didn’t have even the most nonchalant of impact upon its tirelessly unhindered and 
emolliently revitalizing newness,  

 
And countless full-fledgedly explored the heartbeat every unveiling instant; but that 

didn’t have even the most unremarkable of impact upon its blessedly emollient  
and unshakably unflinching immortality .  

  
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 



4. GHOST OF LOST LOVE  

  
The worst of treacherously asphyxiating and cold-bloodedly crippling darkness too; 

get miraculously healed with the inevitable passing of unstoppably magnificent time,  
 

The worst of sadistically horrific and hideously incarcerating obsessions too; get 
wonderfully healed with the inevitable passing of unstoppably royal time,  

 
The worst of inexplicably haunting and cadaverously  imperiling diseases too; get 

beautifully healed with the inevitable passing of unstoppably emollient time,  
 

The worst of deliriously raunchy and devastatingly subjugating manias too; get 
celestially healed with the inevitable passing of unstoppably princelely time, 

 
The worst of haplessly shivering and hedonistically  inflicted agonies too; get 

fantastically healed with the inevitable passing of unstoppably pragmatic time,  
 

The worst of murderously indiscriminate and savagely terrorizing racialism too; gets 
symbiotically healed with the inevitable passing of unstoppably glorious time, 

 
The worst of hysterically sobbing and tempestuously troubled eyes too; get serenely 

healed with the inevitable passing of unstoppably pristine time,  
 

The worst of disastrously frazzled and brutally butchered nerves too; get 
triumphantly healed with the inevitable passing of unstoppably immaculate time, 

 
The worst of painstakingly debilitating and hopelessly strangulating depression too; 

gets ebulliently healed with the inevitable passing of unstoppably unflinching time, 
 

The worst of ominously atrocious and ignominiously  slandering vindication too; gets 
bounteously healed with the inevitable passing of unstoppably peerless time, 

 
The worst of disjointedly crooked and satanically victimizing minds too; get 

harmoniously healed with the inevitable passing of unstoppably charismatic time, 
 

The worst of egregiously bleeding and horrendously  broken bones too; get 
efficaciously healed with the inevitable passing of unstoppably fascinating time,  

 
The worst of uncontrollably pernicious and ferociously  flagrant tempers too; get 

wonderfully healed with the inevitable passing of unstoppably resplendent time, 
 

The worst of uncouthly unsparing and salaciously tormenting dictators too; get 
synergistically healed with the inevitable passing of unstoppably brilliant time, 

 



The worst of miserably whiplashed and relentlessly bleeding wounds too; get 

victoriously healed with the inevitable passing of unstoppably twinkling time,  
 

The worst of remorsefully cursing and wretchedly  wailing spirits too; get unassailably 
healed with the inevitable passing of unstoppably unnerving time,  

 
The worst of hypochondriacally baseless and inanely  unsolicited fears too; get 

insuperably healed with the inevitable passing of unstoppably candid time,  
 

The worst of indefatigably gasping and cumbersomely dragged breaths too; get 
effulgently healed with the inevitable passing of unstoppably undefeated time,  

 
The worst of ghastily crucifying and tawdrily infertile sadisms too; get ecstatically 

healed with the inevitable passing of unstoppably iridescent time,  
 

But the wound of lost love; stabs deeper and more immutably deeper in the corridors 
of the heart for even an infinite births and deaths after veritable death and with the 

inevitable passing of unstoppably unfettered time, 
 

Therefore O! Mate; never betray the person whom you Immortally love; never leave 
the person whom you truly love; never disobey the person whom you unconquerably  

love; and if you still dare; then be ready to become a timelessly and tirelessly  
penalized ghost of lost love . 

 
 

  
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 



5. ALL I COULD DO !  

 
The hatred in my eyes for her was so hedonistically  blazing; that it could veritably  

and venomously char even the most invincibly unfathomable structure on this planet; 
to inconspicuous ash within just a single instant, 

 
The hatred in my palms for her was so uncontrollably ferocious; that it could 

veritably and criminally smash even the most Herculean mountains on this  
planet; to ludicrously infidel chowder within just a single instant,  

 
The hatred in my shadow for her was so gorily sinister; that it could veritably and 

diabolically curse even the most fearless organism on this earth who came in its swirl; 
for an infinite more lifetimes, and within just a single instant, 

 
The hatred in my voice for her was so insatiably demonic; that it could veritably and 

brutally deafen even the most unstoppably cold-blooded thunderstorms on this  
planet; within just a single instant,  

 
The hatred in my arms for her was so unrelentingly barbarous; that it could veritably 

and murderously pulverize even the most invincible stone walls on this planet; within 
just a single instant,  

 
The hatred in my blood for her was so intractably  acrimonious; that it could veritably 

and hideously asphyxiate even the most impregnably uninhibited of atmospheres on 
this planet; within just a single instant,  

 
The hatred in my tongue for her was so indefatigably lethal; that it could veritably and 

satanically condemn even the most righteous man on this planet  towards the 
vituperative gallows of death; within just  a single instant, 

 
The hatred in my skull for her was so nefariously untamed; that it could veritably and 

ferociously bang even the most insuperable walls on this planet to pathetic extinction; 
within just a single instant,  

 
The hatred in my teeth for her was so unbearably delirious; that it could veritably and 

horrifically squelch even the most obdurate on this planet into ephemerally ludicrous 
nothingness; within just a single instant,  

 
The hatred in my bones for her was so inexorably untiring; that it could veritably and 

sadistically cause any organism on this planet to incessantly yelp in inexplicable pain; 
with just a single nudge; and within just a single instant, 

 



The hatred in my feet for her was so abominably perverted; that it could veritably and 

sacrilegiously kick even the most amazing superpowers on this planet  to the 
mortuaries of non-existence; within just a single instant,  

 
The hatred in my spine for her was so irretrievably  intolerable; that it could veritably 

and devastatingly crunch even the most ominously blood-stained thorns on this 
planet to wholesome extinction; within just a single instant,  

 
The hatred in my nails for her was so uncouthly tormenting; that it could veritably 

and carnivorously make even the most audaciously toughened skins on this planet 
unstoppably bleed; within just a single instant,  

 
The hatred in my mouth for her was so vindictively unprecedented; that it could 

veritably and tyrannically gobble even the most pugnaciously treacherous battlefields 
on this planet; within just a single instant,  

 
The hatred in my nostrils for her was so unsurpassably demented; that it could 

veritably and truculently exhale the spell of death upon even the most fearless  
of organisms on this planet; within just a single  instant,  

 
The hatred in my brain for her was so torturously unceasing; that it could veritably 

and profanely devastate even the most fathomless civilizations on this planet with 
unparalleled genius; and within just a single instant,  

 
The hatred in my soul for her was so reproachfully  blood-curling; that it could 

veritably and parasitically jinx even the most peerlessly truthful  dimensions of this 
planet; within just a single instant,  

 
The hatred in my heart for her was so unforgivably inconsolable; that it could 

veritably and forever destroy and poison even the most perpetually bonding  
relationships on this planet; within just a single  instant,  

  
But it was really amazing ! That inspite of all this;  whenever she came infront of me; 

all I could do was fall in unlimitedly spell bound stupor upon her dainty  feet; all I 
could do was timelessly admire every aspect of her effulgent persona as if the most  

unconquerable of Kings were accolading the queens; all I could do was propose each 
beat of my passionately throbbing heart to her and say I Love You .  
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